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I am going to present two papers by Kai von Fintel  Anthony Gillies on epistemic modals. 
 They are  parts of the same project: 
1) «CIA Leaks»: criticism of CIA 
2) «Might made right»: their proposal for the semantics of epistemic modals 
 
1. Canon:  
 
 Semantics of epistemic modals: “must” and “might” are context dependent quantifiers over 
possible worlds. We will focus on “bems”: bare epistemic modals where the modal base B 
supplied by the context (no overt “in view of…” phrase). 
 
(1) might (B)(φ) 
φ is the prejacent 
B is the restrictor, worlds compatible with the available evidence or the information at hand in a 
context. 
B gets its meaning by the assignment function in a context c, at an index i: 
(3) [[B]]c,i ={v: v is compatible with the c-relevant information at i} 
 
(4)  
a. [[might(B)(φ)]] c,i = 1 iff  ∃w′ ∈ [[B]]c,i : [[φ]] c,<w’,t

i
> = 1 

b. [[must(B)(φ)]] c,i = 1 iff  ∀w′ ∈ [[B]] c,i : [[φ]]c,<w’,t
i
> = 1 

 
 
The canon predicts that might and must are context sensitive, their meaning depends on who the 
relevant knowers are and what they know. 
 
2. Cases of modal disagreement as problematic for the canon 
 
MacFarlane (2004) 
(5)  
a. Sally: Joe might be in Boston.  
b. George: He can’t be in Boston. I saw him in the hall five 
minutes ago. 
c. (i) Sally: Oh, then I guess I was wrong.  
  *(ii) Sally: Oh, OK. So he can’t be in Boston. Nonetheless, when I said “Joe might be in 
Boston,” what I said was true, and I stand by that claim. 
 
Egan (2007) 
(7) 
Bond and Leiter are in London, listening to a bug Bond planted in a conference room somewhere 
in Swiss. Bond left behind some misleading evidence pointing to his presence in Zurich. Blofeld 
finds the evidence, takes it to be genuine, and turns to his second in command, Number 2: 
 
(6) Bond might be in Zurich. 
 
Leiter, hearing all this from London, is not inclined to say “That’s true” when he hears (8) from 
Blofeld, even though Leiter knows full well that it is compatible with everything that Blofeld 
knows—and indeed compatible with everything Blofeld’s con versational partners know—that 
Bond might be in Zurich. Instead, Leiter might say “Excellent: Blofeld’s wrong again!” or 
“That’s false.” 
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The current approach predicts that we evaluate a sentence with a modal relative to the context of 
the utterance. Why cannot Sally stick to her claim then? How can Leiter say that Blofeld’s claim 
is false? 
 
3. The CIA theory 
 
CIA theory: the semantics of epistemic modals is relative not only to a context and index, but 
also to an assessor, judge, interpreter.  
Information at the point of assessment (not at the point of utterance) determines the 
possibilities that the modals quantify over. 
A point of assessment a determines a judge ja, a world of assessment wa, and a time of 
assessment ta: 
(7) 
a. [[might(B)(φ)]]c,i,a =1 if and only if ∃w’∈[[B]]c,i,a:[[φ]]c,<w’,ti>a  
b. [[must(B)(φ)]] c,i,a = 1 if and only if   ∀w’∈[[B]]c,i,a:[[φ]]c,<w’,ti>a  
 
c. [[B]]c,i,a = {v : v is compatible with what ja knows at ta in wa} 
 
wa is the same as the world associated with the index (we talk to people from the same world), 
but ta can be different from ti . 
 
Blofeld’s utterance of (6) is true when he is assessor and false when Bond and Leiter are. 
Cases of modal disagreement: both sides say truth, however they can disagree. 
 
4. Criticism  
4.1. Criticism of the data 
 
 1. It is not always the case that a might-claim is rejected in the face of new evidence. Speakers 
can resist to retract even if they have become better informed.  
 
Situation 1 
Billy is looking for her keys. Alex is trying to help. 
(10)  
a. Alex: The keys might be in the drawer.  
b. Billy: (Looks in the drawer) They’re not. Why did you say that?  
c. Alex: Look, I didn’t say they were in the drawer.  I said they might be there—and they 
might have been. Sheesh. 
 
Situation 2 
(11) 
a. Me: If John is not in his office, he might be in New York. 
b. We go to his office and find a note saying “I’m in Boston.” 
c. Me (????) I guess I was wrong. 
 
Claim: (11a) was true in the time of utterance and false at the time of assessment. (a) still can be 
interpreted relative to the time of utterance. 
 
Solipsistic readings for the modals (on which the modals quantify over the evidence available to 
the speaker at the time of utterance) are still available. 
 
2. What do we deny? 
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(12)  
a. A: I think it’s raining out.  
b.  
(i) B: No, it isn’t/No, it can’t be. 
(ii) B: ????No, you don’t. 
 
(12) B does not deny the attitude claim, but denies the prejacent. 
 
The same holds for modals:  
 
(13) A: There might be two reds. 
 
B:  
(a) That’s right. There might be.  
(b) That’s right. There are.  
(c) That’s wrong. There can’t be.  
(d) That’s wrong. There aren’t. 
 
Another possibility: a denial might target the grounds for asserting some proposition. It can be 
the case that the prejacent was compatible with what the speaker knew, but the speaker was 
relying on assumptions that were not reliable and based on this we can deny a modal claim.  
 
We are missing something that CIA needs: evidence that the proposition expressed by the prior 
might-claim goes from true to false. 
 
4.2. The problem with time lag 
 
Canon: evaluation relative to the time of utterance. 
CIA: evaluation relative to the time of assessment. 
 
Knowledge tends to accumulate with time, therefore CIA predicts: with time it is harder for 
might-claims to remain true.  
When tc < ta it is in the case that [[B]]c,i,a ⊂ [[B]]c,i,c 
(the set of things that are compatible with the later knowledge is a subset of things that were 
compatible with the previous knowledge).  
 However: as it gets much later than tc , it becomes silly to go to reject the claim made at tc. 
 
Situation 3: a Card game 
Alex catches a glimpse of the card and knows that it is a black-suited card. Then John puts a card 
into an envelope. 
 
(19) a. Alex: It might be the King of Spades 
 
Ten years later Alex and John together open the envelope and see that it’s the Jack of Clubs. 
 
 b. John (ten years later): ??Wrong!/What you said is false! 
 
4.3 Tense shifting operators 
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CIA predicts that the time of evaluation of modal base cannot be shifted by the time shifting 
operators (like past, future etc). 
 
Situation 4. 
 
Sophie is looking for some ice cream and checks the freezer. There is none in there. Asked why 
she opened the freezer, she replies: 
 
(21) a. There might have been ice cream in the freezer. 
 b. PAST(might(ice cream in freezer)) 
 
Then [PAST(might(B)(P))]c,<wc,tc>,a = 1 if and only if there is t’, such that t’<tc when  
[might(B)(P)] c,<wc,t’>,a = 1.  
 
The time of evaluation of the prejacent will be shifted, however the system is set up in such a 
way that modal base can evaluated only with respect to the time of the assessment.  
 
Then we predict that  (21a) is always false, because at the time of the assessment we have direct 
evidence that ice cream is not the freezer.  
 
 
4.4. Might and and/or and other operators 
 
(22) Joe might be in Boston or he might be in New York. 
 
(22) entails:  
(23)  
a. Joe might be in Boston. 
b. Joe might be in New York. 
 
Now CIA predicts that the following conversation is possible: 
 
(24)  
a. Sally: Joe might be in Boston or he might be in New York. 
b. George: ??Nah/That’s false. He’s in New York. 
 
CIA:  from George’s perspective (22) should be false, because George knows where Joe is and 
(22) entailed (23) a and b, and 23 a is false given George’s evidence.  
 
 
(35) There are many people who might be the culprit. 
 
CIA predicts: later when we eliminated all but two suspects, we should say that what was said 
earlier is false. 
 
4.5. Presupposition failure failures 
 
CIA predicts that if we know that the prejacent of a might claim is false (according to the 
knowledge available to us-- assessors— the might claim is false), we cannot embedded the might 
claim under a factive verb.  
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The same situation with Bond and his friends and foes. Bond pretends to be in Zurich. Leiter and 
Bond listen the conversation of Blofeld and his friend via a bug.  
Leiter to Bond: 
 
(34) If Blofeld realizes you might be in Zurich, you can breathe easy. 
And he might continue: 
(35) If he doesn’t realize soon that you might be in Zurich, we better get you out of here. 
 
(34) and (35) seems fine.  
 
5. Toward developing the alternative theory: Might made right. 
 
The speaker-centric (solipsistic) interpretation is not the only one available. Sometimes we 
evaluate sentences relative to the information accessible to a group of agents.  
 
If it were the only one we would never be able to say I don’t know whether it might be that p. 
 
John had a test that allows ruling out cancer but doesn’t show whether a patient has cancer.  
 
(36) Sally: I don’t know whether John might have cancer; only the doctors know. I’ll find that 
out tomorrow when the results of the test are revealed. 
 
(37) ?? I don’t know whether in view of what I know John might have cancer; only the doctors 
know. I’ll find that out tomorrow when the results of the test are revealed. 
 
To make sense of (36) we need more objective readings, readings in which the modal quantifies 
are restricted to a modal base that that includes more than only the speaker’s information state.  
 
We can keep the “canon”, but we have to come up with a theory of how a context can provide 
the relevant information that bems quantify over.  
 
Sometimes a might-claim seems false even if, in the context, the prejacent isn’t ruled out by 
anything the speaker or hearer knows. This can be for example a situation where the speaker or 
hearer rely on poor evidence and there is a contextually relevant group that has a better evidence: 
Sherlock vs Shorlock 
 
(38) Shorlock: Ah, the gardener might be the culprit. 
 
To make sense of these facts (like truth of 36 and falseness of 38) we need more objective 
readings, readings in which the modal quantifies are restricted to a modal base that that includes 
more than only the speaker’s information state.  
 
 
6  Making groups relevant 
 
 
We need to make sure that our semantics for modals allows it to depend on the information a 
relevant group has in a context. 
Gc --  the c-relevant group. 
General condition: no member of Gc knows that the prejacent is false, they all think it can be 
true.  
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First try: 
 
f x be a function from indices i (worlds) to the set of indices compatible with what x knows at i. 
Formally, this proposal is: 
(39) [[might]]c,i =1 iff  ∀x∈Gc :∃w∈fx(i) such that [[φ]]c,w =1 
 
We don’t like this semantics, because it makes epistemic modals very different from other 
modals. 
 
Second try: 
 
We want to collect the information states of the members of G into some aggregated information 
state, and take bems to quantify over worlds compatible with that. 
 
 How do we collect what it is each x ∈G knows? We take the intersection of what is known to 
individuals of the group. 
 
 
 (40) Aggregation:  
Suppose c determines B by determining G and c’ determines B’ by determining G’. Then G ⊆ G’ 

implies [[B]]c
′,i ⊆ [[B]]c,i. 

The more inclusive a group, the harder it is for a might-claim that quantifies over what it knows 
to be true. 
 
Solipsistic readings: G={speaker} 
Speaker does not have to be  a member of the relevant group provided by context. 
 
7. A problem: speaker’s group≠hearer’s group 
We have to reconsider the following claim: the context determines what the relevant group is. 
Situation 5 
Alex is aiding Billy in the search for her keys: 
(41) Alex: You might have left them in the car. 
 
From here the conversation can take one of two paths. If Billy cannot rule out the 
possibility raised by Alex, an appropriate response might be:  
 
(42) Billy: You’re right. Let me check. 
 
if Billy can rule out the prejacent, he can respond: 
 
(43) Billy: No, I still had them when we came into the house. 
 
What could Billy be disagreeing with by uttering (43)?  
Not the content of the A-reading  (where the relevant group is G={Alex}) 
 
(44) Billy: # OK, but I know that they’re not there 
 
He is denying the prejacent: the keys are not in the car. 
 
If Billy agrees  (like in 43), he does not agree with the prejacent and not with the information  
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available to Alex. He is going for G1={A,B} reading, that they as a group know that the keys 
might be in the car 
 
Problem: 
Alex said something about G={A} (Alex was not in a position to utter (41) from G2={A,B} 
perspective, unless she is confident that Billy has no information that goes beyond her own 
information).  
Billy agrees or disagrees with something about G2={A,B}.  
 
CIA has a solution: the way the modal is read varies with the context of assessment 
 
8 Answer: the ambiguity! 
 
Alex’s bem actually has both readings along with many more. 
There is no full resolution of contextual ambiguities, and that is something familiar from other 
domains:  
 
(45) Watch out! He’s trying to shoot you. 
 
There is no such thing as “the context”, there are many relevant contexts. 
Bems have sets of propositions as their semantic value.  
 
The theory: 
 
The speaker of a bem puts into play a set of propositions each of which makes a claim about the 
information state of a group engaged in the investigation (the singleton groups {Alex}, {Billy} 
and a group {Alex, Billy}) 
When a proposition is put into play, it’s available for denial and uptake. 
But speaker does not have to be in a position to assert each one, she has to be in a position assert 
one of them.  
The hearer can react to any of the propositions that are into play:  but he has to choose the one 
that makes the most informative contribution.   
 
If the hearer can rule out the prejacent,  he should say so because the whole group which he 
belongs to can rule out the prejacent. 
If Billy agrees he also goes with the group knowledge. How is he in the position to answer for 
the whole group? Because he know what the state of Alex knowledge is (she just told him) and 
he knows his own state. 
 
9. Problems and answers 
9.1  
 
Suppose both Alex and Billy know that q and r entail ¬p, but just Alex knows that q and just 
Billy knows that r. Then p is compatible with what each knows, but not with what they know 
qua group.  
Now even if Billy learns that p is compatible with what Alex knows, he still can’t rule out this 
sort of thing. And so, after learning that the A-reading of a bem might(B)(p) is true, Billy does 
not know if the A+B-reading is true. 
 
 
(46) Defeasible Closure 
 If H knows that φ is compatible with what x knows, for each x ∈ G, then it is reasonable for H to 
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defeasibly infer that φ is compatible with what G knows. 
 
 When things go well and a hearer takes up a bem, this fact becomes common ground between 
speaker and hearer and thus it follows that it is common belief between them that the prejacent is 
compatible with the information that they qua group have. 
 
9.2 Bigger groups 
 
Lets add another participant to our Situation 5: Chuck.  
 
Neither Billy nor Chuck has information that eliminates the possibility that the keys are in the 
car.  
Both will confirm the bem. Each has good reason for the strongest available meaning about 
which he has an opinion. Billy because he believes the A+B-reading, and Chuck because he 
believes the A+C-reading. After both confirm the bem, then it is common ground that the 
prejacent is compatible {A,B,C} reading. All parties can then appeal to Defeasible Closure once 
more. 
 
 
9.3. Non-participants 
 
Lets consider the same Situation5,  but now Chuck is monitoring Alex and Billy and they do not 
know about that. 
(47) Alex: The keys might be in the car 
 Chuck (to himself): She is wrong. They can’t be in the car because I saw Billy come into the 
house with them.  
What justifies Chuck’s rejection of the a modal? Chuk has to be a part of some group G, whose 
knowledge was relevant  when Alex initially pronounce (47). But how can that be, she doen’t 
know about Chuck! 
Answer: this theory does not demand that from Alex to have all the possible G in mind. She has 
to have only one.  
 


